iCOOC 2022 - Forum Schedule
An insight into the Q1 - Q4 upcoming events within the International COO
Community (iCOOC)

2022 Markets and Banking
Forums - Overview
Global COO Regional

2

COOs

10

Regulatory Forums
Global Lead

2

Asia Reg Lead

3

NFR/CCO Forums
Americas

2

Europe

2

Asia

3

Global (NA/EMEA)

1

Transformation Forums

Global

2

APAC

1

Operations Forums
Global (NA/EMEA)

3

APAC

2

Banking Forums
Global (NA/EMEA)

2

EMEA & APAC

2

NA

1

EMEA

1

EMEA & APAC

2

WCOOC - Women in the COO Community Forums

12

TOTAL

51

*Whilst we work with the COO community to build the programme of forums, please note that subjects may change in line with the changing landscape.

APAC
2022 Forum Topics*
Regional / Global Chief Operating Officer

Thursday 13th January 2022
APAC, Markets Chief Operating Officer Virtual Forum - Purpose 1:
Understanding, defining, and operationalising purpose
Staff attrition: How can purpose address the exponential crisis facing the industry?
Developing a fresh perspective on how best to lead, manage, and develop your
people whilst gaining a new understanding of how the industry needs a new
approach to staff management and development in order to enable talent retention.
Thursday 21st April 2022
APAC, Markets Chief Operating Officer Virtual Forum - Sustainability 1: The
role of the COO in managing ESG
Part a. Combining authentic leadership to meet the regulatory demands of ESG
whilst maximising the commercial opportunity for the business
Part b. Communication and messaging e.g. the backlash of sustainable investing:
combatting greenwashing concerns
Developing clearer definitions and standards/comparable metrics
- Is TCFD the best ESG reporting template available?
- GRI, SASB, IIRC
Comparative discussion of how best to import/disclose/manage data
Standardisation of definition of ESG
How AI will enable better quality ESG data
Thursday 19th May 2022
APAC, Markets Chief Operating Officer Virtual Forum - Purpose 2:
Understanding, defining, and operationalising purpose
Staff attrition: How can purpose address the exponential crisis facing the industry?
Developing a fresh perspective on how best to lead, manage, and develop your
people whilst gaining a new understanding of how the industry needs a new
approach to staff management and development in order to enable talent retention.
Thursday 6th October 2022
APAC, Markets Chief Operating Officer Virtual Forum - Sustainability 2:
Holding ourselves accountable: What metrics should banks be using to to
ensure that ESG targets are met and putting the business on a front foot to
meet inevitable challenges
What KPIs and metrics should banks be using in order to create a sustainable
financial world and and how do we shift from seeing environmental issues from a
risk perspective, but sustainability as an opportunity.

Heads of Operations

Thursday 10th February 2022
Global, Markets Heads of Operations Virtual Forum - Purpose 1:
Understanding, defining, and operationalising purpose
Staff attrition: How can purpose address the exponential crisis facing the industry?
Developing a fresh perspective on how best to lead, manage, and develop your
people whilst gaining a new understanding of how the industry needs a new
approach to staff management and development in order to enable talent retention.
Tuesday 8th March 2022
APAC, Heads of Operations Virtual Forum - Purpose 2: Understanding,
defining, and operationalising purpose
Staff attrition: How can purpose address the exponential crisis facing the industry?
Developing a fresh perspective on how best to lead, manage, and develop your
people whilst gaining a new understanding of how the industry needs a new
approach to staff management and development in order to enable talent retention.
Thursday 15th September 2022
Global, Markets Heads of Operations Virtual Forum - Sustainability 2:
Holding ourselves accountable: What metrics should banks be using to to
ensure that ESG targets are met and putting the business on a front foot to
meet inevitable challenges
What KPIs and metrics should banks be using in order to create a sustainable
financial world and and how do we shift from seeing environmental issues from a
risk perspective, but sustainability as an opportunity.
Tuesday 27th September 2022
APAC, Markets Heads of Operations Virtual Forum - Holding ourselves
accountable: What metrics should banks be using to to ensure that ESG
targets are met?
What KPIs and metrics should banks be using in order to create a sustainable
financial world?

Heads of Non-Financial Risk / CCOs
Wednesday 26th January 2022
Global, Markets Non-Financial Risk Working Group Threat
Management 1: Non-financial risk data management and translation
How to consistently track and manage non-financial risk data, and how this can
be used to undertake emerging risk assessment and horizon scanning
Wednesday 16th June 2022
Global, Markets Non-Financial Risk Working Group - Threat Management
1: Non-financial risk data management and translation
How to consistently track and manage non-financial risk data, and how this can
be used to undertake emerging risk assessment and horizon scanning
Wednesday 14th September
APAC, Markets Non-Financial Risk Virtual Forum Global, Markets Non-Financial Risk Virtual Working Group - Threat
Management 2: Non-financial risk data management and translation
How to consistently track and manage non-financial risk data, and how this can
be used to undertaken emerging risk assessment and horizon scanning
Wednesday 9th October 2022
Global, Markets Non-Financial Risk Virtual Forum - NFR Data
Management and Translation – How?
How to consistently track and manage non-financial risk data, and how this can
be used to foresee upcoming non-financial challenges in an internal
quantification model
Wednesday 9th November 2022
Global, Markets Non-Financial Risk Virtual Forum - Reassessing
marketwide approaches to the 3LoD model
Content provided by the 3LoD COO working group

Heads of Regulation

Tuesday 1st February 2022
APAC, Regional Markets Regulatory Virtual Forum - Meeting the
challenges that arise from adopting hybrid working practices
Meeting the expectations of staff and regulators in a post-pandemic working
environment and managing a dislocated workforce, the role of process,
procedures, technology tools, and leadership in hybrid working models.
Tuesday 7th June 2022
APAC, Markets Regulatory Virtual Forum - Managing regulators
expectations of a culture change in the face of a crisis/issue
Regulatory working gorup
Tuesday 11th October 2022
APAC, Markets Regulatory Virtual Forum - Developing fresh
perspectives to enhance the client’s journey
Who should own this reassessment and consequent design and deployment of
new technologies?
How does the business collaborate to best effect with technology to deliver
change?

Heads of Transformation
Thursday 10th March 2022
Global, Markets Transformation Virtual Forum - Automation and how to
use technology to transform your business
Defining the role of the COO within the spectrum of change management
Getting the right people and technology in place to take advantage of the
inevitable disruption ahead caused by the increasing use of automation, and
where should automation be focused in the COO function?
Thursday 17th November 2022
Global, Markets Transformation Virtual Forum - Managing Regulatory
Expectations in an Evolving Landscape and Satisfying Requirements
Across Jurisdictions
How understanding an organization’s risk tolerance is the most important
element to effectively managing regulatory reviews and validating expectations

*Whilst we work with the COO community to build the programme of forums, please note that subjects may change in line with the changing landscape.

EMEA
2022 Forum Topics*
Regional / Global Chief Operating Officer
Thursday 20th January 2022
EMEA, Markets Chief Operating Officer Dinner at The Royal Automobile
Club, London - Purpose 1: Understanding, defining, and operationalising
purpose
Staff attrition: How can purpose address the exponential crisis facing the industry?
Developing a fresh perspective on how best to lead, manage, and develop your
people whilst gaining a new understanding of how the industry needs a new
approach to staff management and development in order to enable talent retention.
Thursday 3rd March 2022
EMEA & NA, Markets Chief Operating Officer Virtual Forum - Sustainability
1: The role of the COO in managing ESG
Part a. Combining authentic leadership to meet the regulatory demands of ESG
whilst maximising the commercial opportunity for the business
Part b. Communication and messaging e.g. the backlash of sustainable investing:
combatting greenwashing concerns
Developing clearer definitions and standards/comparable metrics
- Is TCFD the best ESG reporting template available?
- GRI, SASB, IIRC
Comparative discussion of how best to import/disclose/manage data
Standardisation of definition of ESG
How AI will enable better quality ESG data
Tuesday 15th March 2022
COO Treasury Services - An evaluation and debate on the COO mandate
COO Treasury business management: mandate, organisational construct and
alignment (inc. treasury functions and aligned support functions)
-exploring different models and their impact on the COO in relation to dependency
management (for services & information)
defining the Treasury COO’s role within 1st line controls and conduct
Tuesday 21st June 2022
EMEA, Markets Global Chief Operating Officer Dinner at The Royal
Automobile Club, London - Sustainability 2: Holding ourselves accountable:
What metrics should banks be using to ensure that ESG targets are met and
putting the business on a front foot to meet inevitable challenges
What is the role of the COO in KPIs and metrics should banks be using in order to
create a sustainable financial world and how do we shift from seeing environmental
issues from a risk perspective, but sustainability as an opportunity.
Thursday 28th July 2022
EMEA, Markets Regional Chief Operating Officer Dinner at The Royal
Automobile Club, London - To be agreed by the EMEA COO Steering Group
Invitation and agenda to be communicated March 2022
Thursday 13th October 2022
EMEA & NA, Markets Chief Operating Officer Virtual Forum - Holding
ourselves accountable: What metrics should banks be using to ensure that
ESG targets are met?
What KPIs and metrics should banks be using in order to create a sustainable
financial world?

Heads of Transformation

Thursday 10th March 2022
Global, Markets Transformation Virtual Forum - Global, Markets
Transformation Virtual Forum - Automation and how to use
technology to transform your business
Defining the role of the COO within the spectrum of change
management
Getting the right people and technology in place to take advantage of the
inevitable disruption ahead caused by the increasing use of automation,
and where should automation be focused in the COO function?
Thursday 17th November 2022
Global, Markets Transformation Virtual Forum - Managing
Regulatory Expectations in an Evolving Landscape and Satisfying
Requirements Across Jurisdictions
How understanding an organization’s risk tolerance is the most important
element to effectively managing regulatory reviews and validating
expectations

Heads of Non-Financial Risk / CCOs

Wednesday 19th January 2022
EMEA, Markets Non-Financial Risk Dinner at The Royal Automobile
Club, London - Working group: developing a non-financial risk
taxonomy
Benchmarking what constitutes non-financial risk and exploring various
interpretations of non-financial risk
Wednesday 26th January 2022
Global, Markets Non-Financial Risk Virtual Forum - Threat Management
1: Non-financial risk data management and translation
How to consistently track and manage non-financial risk data, and how this
can be used to undertake emerging risk assessment and horizon scanning
Wednesday 16th June 2022
Global, Markets Non-Financial Risk Working Group - Threat
Management 1: Non-financial risk data management and translation
How to consistently track and manage non-financial risk data, and how this
can be used to undertake emerging risk assessment and horizon scanning
Wednesday 27th July 2022
EMEA, Markets Non-Financial Risk Dinner at The Royal Automobile
Club, London - Threat Management 2 - Non-financial risk data
management and translation
How to consistently track and manage non-financial risk data, and how this
can be used to undertake emerging risk assessment and horizon scanning
Wednesday 9th November 2022
Global, Markets Non-Financial Risk Virtual Forum - Reassessing
marketwide approaches to the 3LoD model
Content provided by the 3LoD COO working group

Heads of Operations

Thursday 10th February 2022
Global, Markets Heads of Operations Virtual Forum - Purpose 1:
Understanding, defining, and operationalising purpose
Staff attrition: How can purpose address the exponential crisis facing the
industry?
Developing a fresh perspective on how best to lead, manage, and develop
your people whilst gaining a new understanding of how the industry needs a
new approach to staff management and development in order to enable talent
retention.
Thursday 9th June 2022
Global, Markets Heads of Operations Virtual Forum - Purpose 2:
Understanding, defining, and operationalising purpose
Staff attrition: How can purpose address the exponential crisis facing the
industry?
Developing a fresh perspective on how best to lead, manage, and develop
your people whilst gaining a new understanding of how the industry needs a
new approach to staff management and development in order to enable talent
retention.
Thursday 15th September 2022
Global, Markets Heads of Operations Virtual Forum - Sustainability 1:
Holding ourselves accountable: What metrics should banks be using to
ensure that ESG targets are met and putting the business on a front
foot to meet inevitable challenges
What KPIs and metrics should banks be using in order to create a sustainable
financial world and how do we shift from seeing environmental issues from a
risk perspective, but sustainability as an opportunity.

Heads of Regulation

Tuesday 22nd February 2022
Tuesday 22nd February 2022
EMEA & NA, Regulatory Virtual Forum - Meeting the expectations of
staff and regulators in a post-pandemic working environment
Managing a dislocated workforce, the role of process, procedures,
technology tools, and leadership in hybrid working models.
Tuesday 4th October 2022
Global, Markets Regulatory Virtual Forum - Developing fresh
perspectives to enhance the client’s journey
Who should own this reassessment and consequent design and deployment
of new technologies?
How does the business collaborate to best effect with technology to deliver
change?

*Whilst we work with the COO community to build the programme of forums, please note that subjects may change in line with the changing landscape.

NA
2022 Forum Topics*
Regional / Global Chief Operating Officer

Thursday 17th February 2022
NA, Global Chief Operating Officer Dinner at the Royal Athletic Club - To
be agreed by the NA COO Steering Group
Invitation and agenda will be communicated Jan 2022
Thursday 24th February 2022
NA, Regional Markets Chief Operating Officer Dinner at The New York
Athletic Club - Purpose 1: Understanding, defining, and operationalising
purpose
Staff attrition: How can purpose address the exponential crisis facing the
industry?
Developing a fresh perspective on how best to lead, manage, and develop your
people whilst gaining a new understanding of how the industry needs a new
approach to staff management and development in order to enable talent
retention.
Thursday 3rd March 2022
EMEA & NA, Markets Chief Operating Officer Virtual Forum Sustainability 1: The role of the COO in managing ESG
Part a. Combining authentic leadership to meet the regulatory demands of ESG
whilst maximising the commercial opportunity for the business
Part b. Communication and messaging e.g. the backlash of sustainable
investing: combatting greenwashing concerns
Developing clearer definitions and standards/comparable metrics
- Is TCFD the best ESG reporting template available?
- GRI, SASB, IIRC
Comparative discussion of how best to import/disclose/manage data
Standardisation of definition of ESG
How AI will enable better quality ESG data
Tuesday 15th March 2022
COO Treasury Services - An evaluation and debate on the COO mandate
COO Treasury business management: mandate, organisational construct, and
alignment (inc. treasury functions and aligned support functions)
-exploring different models and their impact on the COO in relation to
dependency management (for services & information)
defining the Treasury COO’s role within 1st line controls and conduct
Thursday 8th September 2022
NA, Markets Global Chief Operating Officer Dinner at The New York
Athletic Club - To be decided by the NA COO Steering Group
Invitation and agenda to be communicated July 2022
Wednesday 14th September 2022
NA, Regional Markets Chief Operating Officer Dinner at The New York
Athletic Club - To be decided by the NA COO Steering Group
Invitation and agenda to be communicated July 2022
Thursday 13th October 2022
EMEA & NA, Markets Chief Operating Officer Virtual Forum Sustainability 2: Holding ourselves accountable: What metrics should
banks be using to ensure that ESG targets are met?
What KPIs and metrics should banks be using in order to create a sustainable
financial world?

Heads of Regulation

Tuesday 22nd February 2022
EMEA & NA, Regulatory Virtual Forum - Meeting the expectations of staff
and regulators in a post-pandemic working environment
Managing a dislocated workforce, the role of process, procedures, technology
tools, and leadership in hybrid working models.
Tuesday 4th October 2022
Global, Markets Regulatory Virtual Forum - Developing fresh perspectives
to enhance the client’s journey
Who should own this reassessment and consequent design and deployment of
new technologies?
How does the business collaborate to best effect with technology to deliver
change?

Heads of Non-Financial Risk / CCOs

Wednesday 26th January 2022
Global, Markets Non-Financial Risk Virtual Forum - Threat Management 1:
Working group: developing a non-financial risk taxonomy
Benchmarking what constitutes non-financial risk and exploring various
interpretations of non-financial risk
Wednesday 16th June 2022
Global, Markets Non-Financial Risk Working Group - Threat Management 1:
Non-financial risk data management and translation
How to consistently track and manage non-financial risk data, and how this can be
used to undertake emerging risk assessment and horizon scanning
Thursday 15th September 2022
NA, Regional Non-Financial Risk Dinner at The New York Athletic Club Threat Management 2: Non-financial risk data management and translation
How to consistently track and manage non-financial risk data, and how this can be
used to undertake emerging risk assessment and horizon scanning
Wednesday 9th October 2022
Global, Markets Non-Financial Risk Virtual Forum - NFR Data Management
and Translation – How?
How to consistently track and manage non-financial risk data, and how this can be
used to foresee upcoming non-financial challenges in an internal quantification
model
Wednesday 9th November 2022
Global, Markets Non-Financial Risk Virtual Forum - Reassessing marketwide
approaches to the 3LoD model
Content provided by the 3LoD COO working group

Heads of Operations

Thursday 10th February 2022
Global, Markets Heads of Operations Virtual Forum - Purpose 1:
Understanding, defining, and operationalising purpose
Staff attrition: How can purpose address the exponential crisis facing the industry?
Developing a fresh perspective on how best to lead, manage, and develop your
people whilst gaining a new understanding of how the industry needs a new
approach to staff management and development in order to enable talent retention.
Thursday 9th June 2022
Global, Markets Heads of Operations Virtual Forum - Purpose 2:
Understanding, defining, and operationalising purpose
Staff attrition: How can purpose address the exponential crisis facing the
industry?
Developing a fresh perspective on how best to lead, manage, and develop your
people whilst gaining a new understanding of how the industry needs a new
approach to staff management and development in order to enable talent retention.
Thursday 15th September 2022
Global, Markets Heads of Operations Virtual Forum - Sustainability 2:
Holding ourselves accountable: What metrics should banks be using to to
ensure that ESG targets are met and putting the business on a front foot to
meet inevitable challenges
What KPIs and metrics should banks be using in order to create a sustainable
financial world and and how do we shift from seeing environmental issues from a risk
perspective, but sustainability as an opportunity.

Heads of Transformation

Thursday 10th March 2022
Global, Markets Transformation Virtual Forum - Automation and how to
use technology to transform your business
Defining the role of the COO within the spectrum of change management
Getting the right people and technology in place to take advantage of the
inevitable disruption ahead caused by the increasing use of automation, and
where should automation be focused in the COO function?
Thursday 17th November 2022
Global, Markets Transformation Virtual Forum - Managing Regulatory
Expectations in an Evolving Landscape and Satisfying Requirements
Across Jurisdictions
How understanding an organization’s risk tolerance is the most important element
to effectively managing regulatory reviews and validating expectations

*subject to change

*Whilst we work with the COO community to build the programme of forums, please note that subjects may change in line with the changing landscape.

Global
working
groups
2022
Horizon Scanning
Wednesday 26th January 2022
Wednesday 16th June 2022
Wednesday 9th November 2022

Algo Trading
Thursday 3rd February 2022
Thursday 26th May 2022
Thursday 22nd September 2022

3LoD

The development of fresh perspectives and the implementation of new policies and
procedures triggered by the COO markets 3lod review Q2 2022 (a view from the first line)
Friday 11th February 2022
Friday 17th June 2022
Friday 4th November 2022

Global Symposiums
Global symposiums are open to all of MD / Director level globally,
SME VPs may also attend if invited by their director.
Friday 4th February 2022
Global Symposium, ESG and Climate Change with Rob Scott
(Commerzbank), Pierre Pourquery (EY) and Corinne Neale (BNY
Mellon)
Wednesday 22nd March 2022
EMEA Summit (Streamed Globally) and Charity Awards Gala Dinner, at
the Royal Automobile Club, London

*Whilst we work with the COO community to build the programme of forums, please note that subjects may change in line with the changing landscape.

*Whilst we work with the COO community to build the programme of forums, please note that subjects may change in line with the changing landscape.

